
 

Rice paddy snake diversification was driven
by geological and environmental factors in
Thailand, molecular data suggest
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Two rice paddy snakes, Hypsiscopus murphyi sensu and Hypsiscopus plumbeus,
are two aquatic snakes that are the focal study taxa in a new Scientific Reports
paper. These two snakes were found to have diversified due to a combination of
tectonic and environmental mechanisms in Southeast Asia. Credit: Bryan L.
Stuart (North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences)

A University of Kansas study of rice paddy snakes in Southeast Asia
gives key details to their diversification and natural history, adding
molecular evidence that the rise of the Khorat Plateau and subsequent
environmental shifts in Thailand may have altered the course of the
snakes' evolution some 2.5 million years ago. The findings appear in the
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journal Scientific Reports.

Researchers say the implications could help tell the story of
diversification more broadly in the region.

"This paper concerns mud snakes typically found in aquatic systems
across Southeast Asia, South Asia, East Asia, Australia and New
Guinea," said lead author Justin Bernstein, a KU Center for Genomics
postdoctoral researcher. "Deeper-level relationships regarding their
evolution have recently begun to be studied, particularly through genome-
scale data. However, finer-scaled evolutionary patterns remain to be
fully revealed."

Bernstein, who currently serves at the University of Texas-Arlington,
said the mud snakes, a family known as the Homalopsidae, are
commonly found today in aquatic systems. Bernstein's newest work on
the homalopsids focuses on a subgroup called rice paddy snakes that are
commonly found in agricultural fields and freshwater streams in
Southeast Asia.

Although recent research has touched on the diversity of rice paddy
snakes, their geographic distribution has touched off scientific
speculation: One hypothesis suggests that around 2.5 million years ago, a
plateau in Central Thailand, known as the Khorat Plateau, emerged from
the ground, leading to the separation and subsequent diversification of
snake populations over time. Indeed, molecular data provided insights
into the timing of species diversification that aligned with the formation
of the plateau.

However, a later genome-scale study challenged this hypothesis by
pushing the divergence date backward, predating the plateau's formation.

"This discrepancy raises questions about the accuracy of different
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datasets in determining evolutionary timelines," Bernstein said. "To
address this, our paper employs more limited molecular datasets but with
more robust analyses and denser sampling to test the hypothesis. Our
results suggest that the group indeed diversified after the Khorat Plateau
rose, and environmental changes over time further contributed to their
divergence."

Past that, the research team found varied differences in preferred
habitats among different snake species using past and present niche
models, hinting that other environmental factors might have influenced
their routes toward diversification and geographic distribution.

Bernstein's collaborator included co-author Rafe Brown, KU professor
of ecology & evolutionary biology and curator-in-charge of the
Herpetology Division at KU's Natural History Museum & Biodiversity
Institute.

Other co-authors included Harold Voris and Sara Ruane of the Field
Museum in Chicago; Bryan Stuart of the North Carolina Museum of
Natural Sciences; the late Daryl Karns of Hanover College; Jimmy
McGuire of the University of California-Berkeley, Djoko Iskandar of
the Institut Teknologi Bandung in Indonesia; Awal Riyanto of the
National Research and Innovation Agency of Indonesia; Camilo
Calderón‐Acevedo of the State University of New York: College of
Environmental Science and Forestry; Marcelo Gehara of Rutgers
University-Newark; and J. Angel Soto‐Centeno of Rutgers University-
Newark and the American Museum of Natural History.

Bernstein and his collaborators relied on molecular data along with 
ecological niche modeling to shed new light on the rice paddy snakes,
which depended on data about where specimens were located in the
field. This approach could help conservation efforts going forward, or
predictions of how species might fare in climate change scenarios.
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"The whole point of ecological niche modeling, put simply, is if I take,
say, 100 occurrence points for those snakes, and then I use 19
environmental data layers that correspond with each point, and compare
it to a background—which would be the landscape with its
environmental data regardless of snake occurrence points—do we see
correlations and patterns?" Bernstein said. "You're trying to determine
the habitat suitability of your species of interest across a broad
landscape, including areas where they have not been recorded from."

He said the environmental data includes variables like temperature
differences, seasonality and precipitation at different points in time,
such as quarterly, monthly or annually.

"These 19 layers containing the environmental factors are 'stacked' in a
way that each GPS coordinate—where a snake occurrence record
is—has a set of 19 environmental variables associated with it," Bernstein
said.

For instance, via this approach Bernstein said while these rice-paddy
snakes don't exist in the Philippines, there are suitable habitats based on
where they live in Indochina.

"Hypothetically they could live there," he said. "That doesn't mean they
do. There is no evidence suggesting they are able to get across ocean
waters and enter the Philippines, and it would be highly unlikely for that
scenario to occur. But the analysis is just indicating there is suitable
habitat elsewhere, in addition to where we find them now, and that can
be really useful. If it's a continuous landscape and you haven't found any
individuals of a species in a particular area, but you see high habitat
suitability, maybe you can go find a population that is presently unknown
to exist."

The research builds on two of Bernstein's earlier works. One study
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combines genetic analyses of older museum specimens' mitochondrial
DNA with fresher genetic samples from recent field collections of mud
snakes to learn more about diversity of homalopsids, including rice
paddy snakes. The other study is a more focused paper that described a
new rice paddy snake species and posited the hypothesis of the Khorat
Plateau based on current data but lacked the power to test it.

While many species of the mud snakes are drab, Bernstein said others
are highly charismatic.

"Some have tentacles as appendages on their face," he said. "You could
find two of the same species in one hole, like a mud lobster hole, where
one is white and black, and the other is bright red and black—very
striking. Some have speckled yellow bellies, while others are black with
bright orange flecks and stripes down their back. And other species have
unique behaviors that are not seen in the 4,000-plus species of snakes.
They are truly stunning snakes."

Ultimately, the mud snake's value may be in serving to show how
species, and their morphological diversity, evolves over time, as well as
how other organisms may react to changes in the ecosystems they live in.

"I saw a lot of opportunity in them as a model system for investigating
biogeography," Bernstein said. "Honestly, using them more as a model
system for understanding how species change or remain stable over time
has been really valuable. We have several studies we want to pursue
further, and many more in the works, and it all begins with
understanding their evolutionary relationships."

  More information: Justin M. Bernstein et al, Integrative methods
reveal multiple drivers of diversification in rice paddy snakes, Scientific
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